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ABSTRACT

The Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) stores
and organizes information about the nearly 6200 genes
in the yeast genome. The information is organized
around the ‘locus page’ and directs users to the
detailed information they seek. SGD is endeavoring
to integrate the existing information about yeast
genes with the large volume of data generated by
functional analyses that are beginning to appear in
the literature and on web sites. New features will
include searches of systematic analyses and Gene
Summary Paragraphs that succinctly review the
literature for each gene. In addition to current infor-
mation, such as gene product and phenotype
descriptions, the new locus page will also describe a
gene product’s cellular process, function and locali-
zation using a controlled vocabulary developed in
collaboration with two other model organism data-
bases. We describe these developments in SGD through
the newly reorganized locus page. The SGD is
accessible via the WWW at http://genome-www.
stanford. edu/Saccharomyces/

GENERAL FORMAT OF SGD’s NEW LOCUS PAGE

The diverse information in theSaccharomycesGenome Database
(SGD) is organized around individual genes. The ‘locus page’
that organizes the information about each gene is critically
important to database users. Since the completion of the yeast
genomic sequence (1), genome-scale experiments have
become increasingly routine. To integrate the large datasets
from these experiments with existing information about the
6200 yeast genes, SGD will introduce a redesigned locus page
that presents all of the information in a format intuitive to
biologists. The locus page will continue to serve as a central
information source, from which users will be able to retrieve a
large set of data about any gene with minimal navigation. The
data on the locus page will also be accessible in tab-delimited
and XML formats to facilitate automated data exchange. We
present here an overview of the new information, concentrating

on two new features, the Gene Summary Paragraph and
function, process and cellular component descriptions, beginn
with the way in which these will be organized on the locu
page.

To illustrate how SGD plans to incorporate some of the ne
data that has resulted from the completion of the yeast geno
sequence (1), a prototype of the new locus page forMET16is
illustrated in Figure 1. The left side of Figure 1 lists th
information most users want to know about a particular gen
while the blue box on the right side contains links to tools a
resources similar to those currently available from SGD
Gene/Sequence Resources page (http://genome-www2.stan
edu/cgi-bin/SGD/seqTools ). Links to additional informatio
and resources are displayed as orange buttons at the botto
Figure 1.

BASIC INFORMATION

Information about a gene’s standard name and aliases al
with gene product and phenotype descriptions will continue
be displayed on SGD’s new locus page. A controlled vocabul
to describe mutant phenotypes is being developed to facilit
quick and accurate searches for genes with similar phenotyp

Three new descriptions will be added to the display on t
locus page: function, process and cellular component. Th
descriptions will come from a controlled vocabulary created by
cross-species project to describe the biological roles of individ
gene products. In an on-going collaboration, FlyBase (2), t
Mouse Genome Database (MGD) (3) and SGD (4) are develop
a Gene Ontology (Ashburneret al., manuscript in preparation
and http://genome-www.stanford.edu/GO ), a common vocabu
with defined relationships between controlled vocabula
terms that describes a gene product’s biological objecti
function and localization. The first category in the Gen
Ontology is process, which describes the biological role
general cellular objective of the gene product. Examples
biological processes are ‘karyogamy’ and ‘amino acid bi
synthesis’. The second category is function, which describ
the elemental activity or task performed by a gene produ
‘DNA binding’, ‘ATPase’ and ‘microtubule motor’ are examples
of gene function. The third category, cellular componen
describes subcellular structures, locations, and mac
molecular complexes in which a gene product may be foun
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For instance, ‘mitochondrial outer membrane’ and ‘spliceosome’
are cellular components. Even at the level of a single gene,
distinguishing between functions and processes enhances its
annotation; for example, we can state that a gene encodes a
protein kinase (a function) and is involved in cell cycle
progression and cellular morphogenesis (two biological
processes). This controlled vocabulary will provide a method
to identify genes with similar processes, functions or localizations
between species.

The usefulness of the distinction between process and function
becomes still more apparent when attempting to interpret the
results of large-scale experiments. As an example, Figure 2
shows a cluster of co-expressed yeast genes (originally
published in ref. 5) with process and function annotated for
each gene in the cluster. It is immediately obvious that genes
whose products participate in a common process (in Fig. 2,
methionine metabolism) tend to be co-expressed under these
conditions, while function correlates much less with gene

expression. There are other analyses, such as sequ
comparisons, for which the function description will bette
illuminate relationships between genes or gene products.

GENE RESOURCES AND TOOLS

Shown in the blue box on the right side of Figure 1 are too
and resources to analyze a particular gene. Tools in the n
locus page will be organized by topic and selected throu
pull-down menus. Two links to literature resources will b
available: the Gene Info Literature Guide, a resource at SG
that organizes the literature by topic, and a hyperlink
PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi ) fo
papers that mention yeastMET16. All of our current DNA and
protein sequence retrieval options will be available, includin
six frame translations with restriction maps and the no
systematic sequences available from GenBank (6). In additi
sequence analysis tools (4), maps (7) and comparison resource

Figure 1. The new locus page at SGD. This new locus page forMET16shows how data will be organized to include several different types of information a
central location.
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will still be provided. A valuable new resource will be the
search of functional analysis data, such as DNA microarray
analysis (5,9,10) and deletion studies (11), that will display the
large-scale systematic results available for a particular gene.

SGD will continue to link to external databases such as YPD
(12), MIPS (13), SWISS-PROT (14) and PIR (15,16) so that
users can easily find complementary information from other
sources. Additional information, such as mapping data and
contact information for researchers who work on the selected
gene, will be just a click away on the bottom of the page (Fig. 1).

GENE SUMMARY PARAGRAPH

Another new feature that will be incorporated at SGD is th
Gene Summary Paragraph, which will be a concise summ
of the major aspects of the gene’s biology published in t
scientific literature. An example illustrating the Gene Summa
Paragraph forMET16is shown in Figure 3. In addition to being a
resource for yeast biologists unfamiliar with a particular gen
these summaries will serve as an introduction to the gene
its product for researchers who may be entering SGD or

Figure 2. Process and function annotation of genes in a DNA microarray cluster. This cluster was originally published by Spellmanet al. (5) and contains genes
that are co-expressed in a cell cycle-dependent manner. The entry forMET16is highlighted in red. The gene name, process and function are shown for each g
in the cluster (cellular component annotation has been omitted for brevity). Genes correspond to the rows, and the time points of each experiment are the columns.
The colors indicate changes in gene expression in synchronized cells relative to a reference sample. Red represents increased expression, greeresents
decreased expression and black denotes no change. Gray areas indicate missing data points. The clustering algorithm is described by Eisenet al. (9).

Figure 3. The Gene Summary Paragraph. The Gene Summary Paragraph, shown forMET16, summarizes important findings about a particular gene. From
paragraph page, there are links to the locus pages of other relevant genes (in this case,CBF1), as well as links to additional sources of information such as the G
Ontology controlled vocabulary terms, references and PubMed links, and the SGD Literature Guide.
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area of yeast biology for the first time. As additional genomic
sequencing projects are completed and new homologs in other
species are identified, it will become increasingly important to
convey such information to researchers who have limited
expertise in yeast genetics and molecular biology. Written by
PhD level biologists at SGD, Gene Summary Paragraphs will
be extensively referenced. The list of references used to write
the paragraph will be provided at the bottom of the page, along
with links to the reference’s abstract, PubMed record, and
related PubMed papers. An exhaustive list of references for a
given gene can be found in the Gene Info Literature Guide
described above. Because SGD enjoys a high level of inter-
action with its users, we both invite and expect suggestions
from the yeast research community to update and improve
these gene summaries.

CONCLUSION

As biological research enters the genomic era, the types and
amount of information available can be overwhelming. In
anticipation of increasing data from large-scale functional
analysis projects and the detection of new sequence homologs,
SGD is consolidating and improving the presentation of gene-
specific information. Specifically, SGD has entered a collabo-
ration with FlyBase and the MGD to create the Gene Ontology
which will describe the important components and relationships
that reflect our current understanding of cell biology. It is
expected that this cross-species project will allow database
users to easily identify gene products with similar biological
roles, protein functions or cellular localizations, within or
between species, as well as improve the annotations within
each of the collaborating databases. Additionally, SGD curators
are creating short, concise Gene Summary Paragraphs that
describe the published highlights of each gene’s biology. The
gene summaries will provide researchers with a convenient
introduction to an unfamiliar topic or model organism.
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